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Purpose

Sport Singapore’s purpose is to inspire the Singapore Spirit and 
transform Singapore through sport.

Through innovative, fun and meaningful sporting experiences, 
our mission is to reach out and serve communities across 
Singapore with passion and pride.
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Chairman’s
Message
2020 was an extraordinary year as 
COVID-19 swept across the globe. 
In Singapore, we had to navigate 
a ‘new normal’ while coping with 

the virus. The sporting fraternity was 
invariably affected by the closure 
of facilities and the suspension of 
programmes and events.

Despite these challenges, I am heartened 
to have witnessed the resilience and 
agility of our sport ecosystem as we 
adapted to the pandemic with a ‘can-
do’ attitude. Amidst the challenges 
we faced, what remained unchanged 
was our Vision 2030 goal – to inspire 
Singaporeans to live better through 
sport. This vision continues to serve as 
our guiding beacon.

Stronger and United through Sport
In the past year, we witnessed many initiatives that 
contributed towards building a more caring, cohesive and 

the pandemic, Sport Singapore also played its part. Four 

named Ops Sayang, this initiative provided a safe 
abode for 780 workers over three months. Beyond just 
a sanitary environment, Sport Singapore staff and Dorm 

activities in the workers’ daily routine for their physical 
and mental wellbeing. These engagements helped 
to imbue in them the importance of an active and 
healthy lifestyle.

Sporting Singapore came on board to do their part for 
the community.  

• Our Team Nila volunteers came together to support 
community efforts like the various mask and hand 
sanitiser distribution exercises around the island, as 
well as packed and distributed care packs to our 
frontline heroes such as the healthcare and 
migrant workers. 

• Our Team Singapore athletes also organised ground-

initiative is HopeFull, led by national golfer 

and art materials were created and distributed to about 
200 children from needy families to keep them 
occupied while staying home during the 

Finals of The Playoffs 2v2 Basketball Tournament
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Sporting through Extraordinary Times

for the sport ecosystem, industry partners stayed nimble 
and pivoted to virtual sessions and blended events.  

a platform for businesses and instructors to conduct 

from hosting content, this virtual sport centre was also 
an avenue for the sport ecosystem to exchange 
ideas and share tips on digitalising their business. 

garnered more than 58 million views with its 
refreshing mix of interactive classes, informative 

for innovative content grows, we strive to produce 
exciting and engaging content through partnerships 
with instructors and businesses to keep the 
community healthy.

• Event organisers started adopting new hybrid event 
formats and innovative technology. Blended Initiative 
launched in October 2020 allowed event organisers 
to engage small groups of physical participants, whilst 
virtually engaging a larger audience in the digital 
sphere. To date, Sport Singapore has partnered with 

more than 40,000 participants. Some key events 
include Zoomba, a record breaking seven-hour 

and District Race

added a virtual twist to the traditional race. Taking into 
consideration prevailing safety measures, the 
organisers redesigned the event to get participants to 

signalling the interest and willingness of the running 
community to participate in such virtual events. 

Chairman’s Message

To alleviate the impact that the pandemic had on 
businesses, Sport Singapore announced in October 

comprising support grants for businesses such as facility 
operators, private academies and clubs, as well as self-

on broad-based measures to further defray the operating 

be supported under the Job Support Scheme and Rental 
Support Scheme.

These support measures sought to preserve capabilities, 
protect livelihoods and provide businesses the opportunity 
to upskill and stay relevant during this challenging period. 

development of digital solutions, has awarded more 
than $2 million worth of grants to 20 organisations 

recipients included gyms, academies, and companies 
in sport science and data analytics that play a vital role 
in Singapore’s sport ecosystem. The third wave of the 

to provide funding support for test events, programmes 
and digital content development supporting main tech 
development.

Having a healthy and active lifestyle became even more 

closures and programme suspensions did not hamper 
Singaporeans as they found creative ways to incorporate 

sphere and found their community of support through 
online classes. This motivated us to bring sport back 
gradually and safely for the community. The annual 

Hybrid workout classes conducted 
in a safe and calibrated manner



Chairman’s Message

as the event shifted onto the digital sphere to give 
Singaporeans an opportunity to celebrate National Day 
in the safety of their own homes. The annual campaign 

goal of getting people to stay active and healthy at home 

component in this activation as the content such as online 
classes, webinar sessions and training videos were hosted 
on a single platform. The content was well-received by 
the public with two million views across Sport Singapore’s 

that encouraged people from all walks of life to participate 
at their own convenience, EFL saw a promising sign up of 
more than 25,000 participants. Nurture Kids, a marquee 

52,000 preschoolers through a series of virtual activations.

In the arena of High-Performance Sport, the pandemic 
also disrupted training plans and schedules for our Team 

including the Tokyo Olympics had to be postponed, but 
that did not dampen the spirts of our athletes. In the 
absence of training partners and competitors, the athletes 
were forced to get creative with their training regimen 
to stay sharp and in shape. They continued with their 
rigorous training such as daily strength and conditioning 
exercises and performance analysis via online and video 
platforms within the safety of their homes. Some even 
added a creative twist to their routines including training 
with a ball machine to simulate different serve speeds, 
devising new routines to train at home and even utilising 
different equipment to create makeshift ‘opponents’.

The athletes’ dedication to improving their game play 
was an exemplary show of grit and resilience amidst 
challenging times. Pentathlete Shermaine Tung even 
competed from home in a virtual international meet and 
won a silver medal in Junior-Senior category of the Laser 

badminton team had the opportunity to participate in a 

Emerging Stronger through Sport

Singapore stayed focused on its course to inspire people 

the industry and sport  ecosystem during the pandemic, 
our engagements with key stakeholders continued as 
we worked towards a long-term plan to better serve the 
community. For the academies and clubs, instructors 
continued to engage children and youths through 
virtual channels to provide a consistent avenue for sport 
participation whilst the activities act as social glue to 
strengthen bonds that they have established with their 
like-minded peers.

and ways to approach health and wellness based on six 

78 public agencies participated in the sessions and 
gave positive feedback. In the coming year, the team 

was launched by President and attracted more than 

their families and caregivers, Special Olympic athletes, 
sport practitioners and volunteers. Partners gathered to 

areas and knowledge gaps surrounding inclusion and 
adapted sports. During the conference, the Social Service 

catalyse the move towards building a more inclusive 
sporting community in Singapore.

Revitalising morning yoga session with Dawn Sim (@thatmomoffour)
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Chairman’s Message

Conclusion

ecosystem has demonstrated agility and resilience 

also highlighted some pertinent risks that could 
undermine Sport Singapore’s efforts as we strive to inspire 
people to live better through sport. The restrictions on 
physical participation have inevitably forced traditional 
team sports to take a backseat and participants have 
also had to circumnavigate the measures with revised 
game formats that fall within the permissible group size. 
There are also risks that our children and youths miss 
out on opportunities to play sport with their peers and 
possibly affecting their potential to develop skills such 
as leadership and teamwork through sport participation.

Similarly, businesses were severely impacted by the 
temporary stoppage of classes and reduction in group 

partners soldiered on and stayed committed to serving 
the community as they pivoted and adapted to the new 

helped to alleviate some stress on the businesses, the 
sustainable resolution is for the industry to return to 

long term business viability.

we should not discount the possible far-reaching effects 

we embrace a new environment and navigate a ‘new 
normal’, it is thus important to ensure that the safe 
return of sport to continue providing the opportunity 
to play. The pandemic has inevitably shifted people’s 
mindsets towards sporting as more people recognise 
the importance of an active and heathy lifestyle for one’s 
overall wellbeing. This can be shown by the upward 
trajectory of our sport participation that have surpassed 
previous years’ numbers .

Sport Singapore stays committed to serve the community 
through innovative programmes and platforms. I am 
optimistic that the sporting scene will return stronger 
than before.

sporting infrastructure for all groups within the community, 

and are on track to complete by 2026. Infrastructure 

the temporary stoppage in 2020. This includes engaging 
youth leaders to get a better understanding of the types 

efforts with other stakeholders will continue as the team 

of the community.

key partners including Singapore National Olympic 

to provide a safe environment and protect our sports 

statements to implement Safeguarding policies, with 

developed the ‘Safe Sport Programme’ to advocate 

Singapore will continue to work closely with partners to 
strengthen this framework to ensure a safe environment 
for the sports community, as well as robust processes for 
case management and resolution of issues. 

Activities for parent and child at the launch of Active Parents
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Board
Members

April 2020 to October 2020

Chairman
Mr Kon Yin Tong

Deputy Chairman
Prof Tan Cheng Han

Board Members

Mr Christopher Chan

Ms Chan Yen San

Dr Mark Hon

Dr Lingaraj Krishna

Orthopaedic and Hand Surgery Partners Pte Ltd

Mr Lee Kok Choy 

Mr Laurence Lien

Mr Bryan Low Yi Teng

Mr Philip Ong

Mrs Tan Chen Kee

Mr Desmond Tan 

Mr Zee Yoong Kang

Mr Zhulkarnain Abdul Rahim
Partner, Dentons Rodyk
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Board Members

Wef October 2020

Chairman
Mr Kon Yin Tong

Board Members

Ms Chan Su Yee

Ms Chan Yen San

Dr Mark Hon 

for Entrepreneurship

Dr Ayesha Khanna

Mr Lee Kok Choy

Mr Andrew Lim

Mr Lim Teck Yin

Mr Keith Magnus

Mr Sushil Nair

Dr Elmie Nekmat

Mr Philip Ong

Dr Benedict Tan

Mrs Tan Chen Kee

Mr Zee Yoong Kang
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Audit Committee

Chairman
[till October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

Members

Terms of Reference:

of internal control, the audit process and 
the organisation’s process for monitoring 
compliance with laws, regulations and the 

recommends the appointment of the external 
auditors for approval by the Board as well as 
reviews the work performed by the internal 
and external auditors.

Finance Committee

Chairman

Members
[till October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

Terms of Reference:
is responsible for the strategic direction and 

the approving authority as decided by the 
Board. It also sets the direction and policies on 
management of surplus funds. The committee 

which designs, develops and implements the 
above matters.

Corporate
Governance
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Corporate
Governance

Human Capital Committee 

Chairman

Members
[wef October 2020] 

[till October 2020]

Terms of Reference:

talent development and management. The 
committee also endorses the appointment 
of members of various subcommittees and 
advisory boards.

Major Projects Committee

Chairman

Members
[till October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

[till October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

Terms of Reference:

other government agencies and private 

conceptual plan, project brief, architectural 
and design aspects of development projects, 
and rejuvenation plan to existing sports 

partners and other government agencies to 
achieve their objectives during the life cycle 

provides information and advice to safeguard 
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spexScholarship Selection 
Committee

Chairman

Members
[till October 2020]

Dr Benedict Tan [wef October 2020]

Terms of Reference: The spexScholarship 

continuation or completion, and termination 

the annual monitoring and evaluation of 
existing spexScholars, as well as approve 
the matrices that determine the maximum 
programme funding for spexScholars and the 
stipend funding for spexScholar athletes.

Corporate
Governance

Board of Trustees 
for Vision 2030 Fund

Chairman

Members
[till October 2020]

[wef October 2020]

Dr Benedict Tan [wef October 2020]

[till October 2020]

Terms of Reference: Promote, develop and 
advance sport; promote the use of technology 
in sport to enhance the provision of information, 
sport spectatorship and viewership and 
sporting experience; promote and foster sport 
volunteerism and philanthropy; encourage 
and foster sport as an integral part of life; and 
carry out the objectives of the Fund for the 

ability, nationality, religions and residents 
of Singapore.
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Senior
Management

Mr Lim Teck Yin

Mr Chiang Hock Woon

Mr Toh Boon Yi
^

Ms Goh Fang Min

Mr Lim Hong Khiang

Mr Muhammad Rostam Bin Umar

Mr Sng Hock Lin

Mr Marcus Tan

Mr Richard Seow

^
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Our Sporting
Highlights
Nurture Kids’ Train-the-trainer Initiative

Nurture Kids
to enable preschoolers to grow up strong, healthy 
and resilient though exercise and movement. The 
programme sought to build children’s foundation in 

healthy habits in children as a kick starter to an active 

participation also helps children to develop valuable 
skills including teamwork, leadership and tenacity that 
mould them to tackle other challenges later in life.

To maximise the potential of the Nurture Kids 
programme, a dedicated programme for preschool 
educators was launched in 2020. Titled Train-the-trainer, 
this initiative sought to equip preschool educators with 

programme, designed to enhance preschool educators’ 

curriculum which culminates with the delivery of a Nurture 

pandemic in 2020, the mentoring programme was held 
virtually. Educators gave encouraging feedback that the 
programme empowered them to be enablers to set the 
foundation for a child’s early start into an active lifestyle.

In the past year, Nurture Kids successfully reached out to 
250 preschools and onboarded 500 preschool educators 

deliver the sessions at their preschools. The Nurture Kids 
Programme is on track to provide all pre-schools access 
to Nurture Kids Train-the-trainer initiative by 2022.

Launch of Active Parents

community. It is important for them to have qualities such 
as resilience and perseverance to ready them for future 
challenges. Sport plays a vital role in imbuing these 
qualities for children and youths’ holistic development. 
It is important for all children to have access and 
opportunities to play sport in and outside school, 
as well as parents who play an active role in their 
sporting journey.

Leveraging the partnership and outreach of the Nurture 

through engagement workshops and parent-child 
exercise resources developed with preschool operators. 

Parents. The synergistic collaboration culminated in 

comprising father-child activities to foster stronger 
bonds and promote active fathering through sport. The 
success of the holiday programmes spurred the setup 

provides an avenue for volunteers to learn from experts 
and co-deliver programmes that serve to advocate 
positive fathering roles through sport.

strengthens the synergistic effort in support of the child’s 

has reached out to more than 20,000 parents through 
a comprehensive suite of programmes, experiences, 
content and resources designed to suit the needs of 
different parents and young children.

Children + Youths 
+ Families

Preschool educator conducting a Nurture Kids session as part of 
Train-the-trainer programme

Sharing session by Head of Programmes from DADs for Life, Mr 
Parcsen Loke,  at the Active Parents launch event
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Blended Programmes for ActiveSG 
Academies & Clubs

The disruptions to physical sporting programmes did 

as they turned towards offering blended programmes 
– combining both virtual and physical components for 

coaches were met with enthusiastic participation. Over 

Football, Hockey and Tennis virtual programmes and 
continued to build social connections with like-minded 
individuals from the safety of their homes.

calibrated manner, with participants returning to play 
and train in their favourite sport. Two new academies, 

the opportunities for children to cultivate an interest and 
participate in a sport that might not be offered as part of 
their schools’ programme.

Our Sporting
Highlights

Team Singapore Continues 
to Inspire Through Sport

but the spirits of Team Singapore athletes were not 
dampened. They embraced the challenges and pushed 
boundaries by incorporating creative elements into 

2020. These included conditioning training via video 
and coaches analysing the athletes’ form and 
performance virtually.

maintained her form at the International Swimming 
League held in Hungary where she set two national 
records in the short course 50m freestyle and 50m 

pentathlete Shermaine Tung pit her skills against more 
experienced Olympic-bound pentathletes from around 
the world and clinched a silver medal in the Junior-Senior 
category of the virtual Laser Home Run competition held 

sporting competitions and international meets, Team 
Singapore continued to do the nation proud and kept 
the community spirits high with their stellar performance.

Athletes + Coaches 
+ NSAs

Virtual A&C session to keep children active during the pandemic

Team Singapore athletes incorporated creativity into their training 
regimes during Circuit Breaker
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Sport as a Force for Good

be exemplary role models through their acts of care. 

to donate their used laptops to be refurbished and 
redistributed to students from low-income families. 

laptops were collected. Some athletes such as speed 
skater Lucas Ng, volunteered their time to help at 
the refurbishing centre. The meaningful project also 

additional $20,000 for the meaningful project.

Other fund raising efforts led by Team Singapore:

• Silat athletes, Sheik Ferdous, Sheik Farhan and Nurul 
Suhaila rallied the community to stay active for a 

burpees completed. The efforts raised more than 

•
to launch Project Love to raise money and provide 
meals for migrant workers for Hari Raya. The project 
managed to raise a total of $7,000 and brought 
heartwarming smiles to the migrant workers’ faces 
during the festive period.

Besides fund raising, athletes also stepped forward 
to provide support to children and youths. During the 

Through regular virtual meet-up sessions, the athletes 
helped to guide them in their schoolwork and spent 
time bonding with the students.

resource kits for children and youths from low-income 
families. The project rallied members of the sporting 
community to participate in the monthly engagements 

and interacting with children through virtual sessions. 
Despite the disruptions to their training and preparation 
for competitions, Team Singapore athletes actively 
volunteered their time and made efforts to provide 
support to groups within the community who were most 
impacted by the pandemic. 

Team Singapore gave back to society in several ways including packing necessities for underprivileged families

National speed skater Lucas Ng stepped forward to assist in 
refurbishing old laptops for children from low-income families
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Hybrid Format for Play Inclusive 2020
The 2020 edition of Play Inclusive had to be reimagined 

Singapore recognised the importance for persons with 

sense of normalcy amidst the pandemic. This purpose 

Olympics Singapore, to shift the annual Play Inclusive 
onto the digital sphere where teams could continue to 
train together virtually. Teams comprising athletes with 

‘together’ in the safety of their homes while fostering a 
friendship as they worked towards a common goal.

from mainstream and special education needs school 
coming together to play and have fun. Held at Toa 

welcomed four teams who attended in person while the 

had the opportunity to connect with one another over a 
series of challenges. For the 24 participants on-site, the 
experience was even more meaningful as they met their 

Inaugural Inclusive Sport Conference

to rally stakeholders to share their expertise and ideas 
towards building a more inclusive sport ecosystem in 
Singapore. The three-day hybrid event attracted more 

caregivers, athletes, sport practitioners and volunteers. 
Stakeholders gathered to discuss a wide range of topics 
targeting areas and knowledge gaps surrounding 
inclusion and adaptive sports. The conference was 
also a platform for partners to kickstart meaningful 
conversations and collaboratively build an inclusive 
sporting community that empowers PwDs to improve 
their quality of life.

ecosystem’s move towards building a more inclusive 
Singapore. Targeted to be launched in the coming year, 
this scheme seeks to enable organisations to work with 
PwDs and enable them to kickstart a healthy lifestyle, 
foster friendships and enrich social connectivity, starting 

      Vulnerable + Persons 
with Disabilities

Our Sporting
Highlights

(L-R): Very Special Arts Visual Artist Noah Tan, President 
Halimah Yacob, and Minster for Culture, Community and 
Youth Mr Edwin Tong at the opening of the inaugural 
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Launch of Wellness Wednesdays Series

encourage personal ownership of health and wellness 
in Singapore, has had approximately two million 
touchpoints with citizens via various outreach channels. 

the traditional corporate setting, it inevitably brought 

faced the blurring of lines between work and home 
commitments with work from home arrangements. The 
uncertainties have impacted everyone in various aspects, 
including their health and mental wellbeing, signaling a 
need for organisations to address these challenges and 
complexities, and prioritise their employees’ health and 
wellness to thrive in this new environment.

was introduced to engage working adults in the Public 

to maximise engagement with the participants. Based 
on six broad themes, the sessions addressed common 
work-related challenges and the role that health 
and wellness had in overall workforce productivity 
and performance.

Working Adults

1. Stress Better
2. Think Better
3. Relate Better

4. Feel Better
5. Eat Better
6. Sleep Better

was a panel discussion for each of the six themes with 
experts and leaders sharing their experience to help 

shared that the sessions provided new perspectives on 

importantly, as workplace measures implemented during 
the pandemic kept colleagues and teams physically 
apart, these webinars provided an opportunity for 
individuals to connect virtually, and enhanced the overall 
experience of participants.

topics to harness health and wellness and feature sharing 
by industry professionals and subject matter experts to 
build a high performing and resilient individual. 

Our Sporting
Highlights

Nutritionists from Active Health shared tips on how to eat well for 
better health
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Our Sporting
Highlights

Re-engagement Efforts with Seniors

vulnerable to the virus were encouraged to stay at 

to creatively engage them through virtual activities and 

regular calendar of virtual workout sessions to enable 
seniors to sustain their physical activity, build strength, 

possible language barriers, videos were produced in 

easily understand the video instructions. Between June 

The pandemic catalysed the digitalisation of many 
industries, including the sport ecosystem. Fitness 
instructors and coaches pivoted to create digital content 
to continue serving the community. To ensure that the 
seniors were not left behind, Sport Singapore took steps 
to equip seniors with the necessary skills for them to 
access online resources. In partnership with Infocomm 

organised a series of workshops to upskill more than 
70 Team Nila volunteers. These volunteers then went 

and other community spaces to teach them basic digital 
skills. This collaboration enabled seniors to stay digitally 
connected while building meaningful bonds with Team 
Nila volunteers.

Seniors

COVID-19 Support Measures

and suspension of programmes, industry partners were 

future-proof capabilities, protect livelihoods, and ensure 

rolled out the $50 million Sports Resilience Package 

Sports Industry

activities to allow seniors to stay connected with their 

as the seniors could keep active physically and participate 

and other interest groups were also formed to allow 
those with common interests to come together to keep 
active. These interest groups were well subscribed and 
served as the social glue for seniors and other members 
of the community to build a social network and improve 
overall wellbeing through sport participation. Those who 
preferred indoor exercises could choose from a curated 
suite of strengthening and body weight exercises at the 

activities were adjusted accordingly to suit the different 

Engaging seniors through simple exercises to keep them active and 
healthy 

an enhanced race experience powered by technology 
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Our Sporting
Highlights

The SRP included an initial $25 million for measures to 
address the immediate needs of the industry brought 

provision of temporary jobs, training opportunities 

Blended Initiative, and the Enterprise Innovation and 

embrace digital and hybrid formats.

million for enhanced measures to support critical 
players in the sport ecosystem was injected to preserve 
core capabilities in athlete pathway and pipeline 
development, as well as to catalyse the industry to 
provide innovative sport formats for Singaporeans to 

the expansion of the existing Blended Initiative to 
include private clubs and academies was introduced as 
part of these enhanced measures.

industry to future-proof and transform business and 
service delivery models. For example:

•

businesses in enhancing the quality of their digital 
productions and expanding their reach through 
hosting their content on the virtual sport centre – 

•

operating costs.

• The Blended Initiative helped revitalise mass 
participation sporting events and transform the events 

present a robust calendar of events and engaged 
more than 40,000 participants to bring sport back 
in the new normal. Key highlights in the calendar of 

District Race that used technology such as augmented 
reality to transform the race experience.

•

    in producing content to continuously engage their 
     customers.

enhancement, bringing the total support for the sport 
sector to $75 million. On top of extensions to the 

collaborations among SEPs and/or with businesses 
to develop projects that enhance the health and 

the increased support measures, the Sport and Fitness 

Beyond the SRP grants, Sport Singapore also held 
regular engagement sessions with industry partners to 
address their concerns and work with them to manage 

sector, thereby improving the readiness of the sector 

served as a conduit to forge closer partnerships with 
stakeholders such as the National Instructors and 

wider catchment of entities to gather feedback from. 

Sport Singapore will continue its engagement efforts 
with stakeholders to further strengthen and future-proof 
the industry.

Photo: Ng Chrong Meng

A Zumba session at Love is Hope virtual charity event
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Our Sporting
Highlights

A Digital GetActive! Singapore 2020

rallies Singaporeans to celebrate National Day through 
sport has become a staple in the Sport Singapore’s 

a different approach and pivoted to a hybrid event 
that bridges the physical and digital spaces so that 
Singaporeans can continue to bond and celebrate the 
nation’s birthday together through sport.

to keep people active and healthy with a robust 

and SEPs. The curated content for all ages included 
guided exercise videos, panel discussions sharing tips 
on staying healthy and active amidst a pandemic, as 
well as cooking demonstrations and nutritional classes. 

programmes and engagement sessions that rallied more 

sporting fraternity demonstrated resilience and agility 
as they all banded together to bring innovative digital 
content for the people of Singapore.

Singapore Spirit. Taking a calibrated approach towards 

was introduced to those seeking a challenge. Designed 
to enable people from all walks of life to participate, 
EFL managed to attract more than 25,000 participants 
including families, groups of friends and even interest 
groups for the virtual challenge.

to engage parents and pre-schools through livestream 
classes, tutorial videos and resource kits for the 

campaign managed to reach out to 470 preschools 
and approximately 52,000 preschoolers. The online 
activities culminated in a virtual live event where more 
250 preschools joined in the live streaming session to 
celebrate National Day.

but the community outreach for the campaign 

on the sporting content including workout videos and 

events. These results highlight the value of sport in 
people’s lives as they showed propensity to celebrate 

of physical and mental health – albeit during challenging 
times.

SG55 Singapore Challenge, organised as part of GetActive! Singapore 
to rally people to celebrate National Day together

(L-R): Sport Singapore CEO Mr Lim Teck Yin, Minster for Culture, 
Community and Youth Mr Edwin Tong along with host Ms Kelly 
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History Made at 
Singapore Tennis Open 2021

The new year kicked off as Sport Singapore, in partnership 

To ensure the wellbeing of all, strict safety measures 
including controlled itinerary, mandatory pre-event 
testing and safe distancing measures and overlays were 
put in place.

Spirits among the event participants remained high as 

The successful execution of Singapore Tennis Open 

signalled the gradual return of sport for the community. 
It also cemented Singapore’s reputation as a respected 
host city capable of hosting a major event amidst a 
global pandemic.

Standard Chartered Singapore Marathon 
2020: A Race Reimagined 

was unable to continue in its traditional format due to 

they creatively used innovative technology to reimagine 
the race experience for participants all over the 

Singapore’s sporting calendar, adopted a virtual format 

runners to train, compete and connect with the larger 
community through weekly races and challenges. 
Running enthusiasts from all over the world could be 

complimentary basis.

own time using a compatible tracking device to account 
for the distance covered. Those who preferred to run 
indoors on a treadmill could also choose from a selection 

Board, the routes brought runners through iconic sights 
of Singapore as they ran the race. This creative race 
format added an element of competition as runners 
could compete with others in real time.

Our Sporting
Highlights

Photo: IRONMAN (Asia) Pte Ltd

(L-R) Speaker of Parliament Mr Tan Chuan-Jin and Minister for 
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Our Sporting
Highlights

the event to demonstrate how sport can be a force 

youth causes in areas of education, entrepreneurship 
and employability.

showcase of the industry’s resilience and ability to 
push the envelope and overcome obstacles to bring 
sport back safely for the community amidst trying and 
uncertain times.

Transforming the Kallang Precinct

Plans to transform the Kallang Precinct into a vibrant 

were carried out with multiple groups of stakeholders 
to get a representative sensing of the community’s 

feedback that will help to shape the development to 
meet the needs of the respective interest groups. The 
sessions reached out to three key groups including:

•

proposed plans with the goals of the 
relevant authorities; 

•

Federation for a representative voice from the sport 
fraternities that will have a presence in the 
development; and 

•

their community.

Ops Sayang

were under immense stress due to the increasing number 

for alternative living quarters for the migrant workers, 

Ris, to accommodate 780 migrant workers over a period 
of three months. This operation, aptly named Ops 
Sayang, provided the workers with the necessities of 
accommodation and a support community during these 
challenging times.

Sports Infrastructure

active, the exercises also served to imbue in them the 

to one’s overall wellbeing. Other heartwarming acts 
that made the workers’ stay more enjoyable included 
care packs with local snacks from their countries. The 
team even went the extra mile to arrange a virtual 
wedding ceremony for one of the migrant workers 
when he was unable to return to Bangladesh for his own 
wedding. The operation, albeit a short three months, 
fully demonstrated how the spirit of the people can 
be a strong bonding agent in times of adversity and 
contribute towards building a more cohesive Singapore.

Dorm Care Workers led workout sessions to keep foreign workers 
active as part of Ops Sayang
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Our Sporting
Highlights

‘Others See an Old Shoe, 
We See the Future’ Collaboration 
with Dow
Even as Sport Singapore worked to accelerate the 
industry’s digitalisation and transformation amidst 

could not take a backseat. One such collaboration 
was with material science research and technology 
expert – Dow.

One of the key considerations for the redevelopment 

to the various facilities for the community. To achieve 

Sport Singapore and NParks have embarked on the 
implementation of a new park connector to enhance 

completed in 2022, the park connector will provide 
cycling connectivity from Singapore Indoor Stadium to 

barrier-free accessibility for cyclists and pedestrians.

Two new developments, Kallang Football Hub and 

in 2022. Both developments will include world-class 
facilities with the capability to host major events and 
will contribute towards the vibrant sporting hub for the 
community to enjoy.

to be reviewed in consultation with the community and 
stakeholders to ensure that the precinct remains relevant 
and endearing to all Singaporeans.

Driven by each other’s commitment towards 
environmental sustainability, Sport Singapore and Dow 

giving these old shoes a new life through transforming 
rubber soles into materials for running tracks and other 
sport infrastructure.

The collection drive was held over two months 
between September and November 2020, with more 

Through publicity on social media and media coverage, 
members of the public were encouraged to contribute 
to the project by donating their old shoes which they 
would otherwise have disposed of. By end November, 
more than 55,000 pairs of shoes were collected, which 
translates to approximately 2.5km of jogging track – a 

pairs of old shoes.

this project also helps to reduce energy consumption. By 
recycling the old shoes, materials for sport infrastructure 
do not need to be created from scratch, in turn reducing 
the amount of energy required in the production process.

Artist impression of Kallang Football Hub

(Top) Process behind repurposing the old shoes and 
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Our Sporting
Highlights

Tech Driven Solutions for the Sport 
Ecosystem

Sport Singapore’s efforts to develop the industry by 
establishing a Sport Innovation Hub. This collaboration 
sought to use sport technology and innovation to 
stimulate and catalyse the private sector’s investment 
into new methods of engaging and participating in 
sport. By leveraging both parties’ position and value 
within their respective ecosystems, the partnership 

and innovation

• Position Singapore as a regional and international 
reference hub in technology and sport. 

• Position and showcase Singapore as a technology 
leader for the sport industry to promote the growth 
of start-ups and invite businesses to Singapore and 
the region.

• Support the internationalisation of sport technology 
start-ups and sport-related companies within 
Singapore and the region.

• Stimulate the growth and development of knowledge, 
expertise and capabilities in the sport industry 
in Singapore and the region through competitions, 
workshops, seminars and training initiatives.

Since then, this partnership has marked several milestones 

feasibility study to establish market penetration strategy 
for Singapore and the region has been completed, 
giving the team a thorough understanding of the market 
requirements and establishing a strong foundation for 
the long-term partnership.

months in 2020, the engagement efforts have reached 
out to more than 2,000 attendees across 62 countries 
through a blend of workshops, seminars, masterclasses 

and its innovative solutions will give a competitive edge 
to the sporting industry in Singapore and contribute 
towards increasing the value proposition of sport beyond 
social cohesion and a healthy nation. 

Improved Operations with Technology 

competition pools will be progressively installed with the 

pool base. In 2020, Sport Singapore completed the 

works are underway to complete the installation in the 
other public competition pools across the island.

In the area of High Performance Sport, there are plans 

three sports – swimming, table tennis and football. 
These initiatives leverage top-notch video technology 
that will transform the way athletes, coaches and people 
perceive and understand sport and human performance. 

point insights to drive performance optimisation and 

Technology
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Our Sporting
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Team Nila as a Positive Driving Force

Team Nila has been a positive driving force in the 

In the early stages of the pandemic amidst uncertain 
risks, Team Nila played an active role at the forefront, 

mask and hand sanitiser distribution exercises. They also 
continued to assist with vaccination operations.

Staying true to its sporting beginnings, Team Nila 
found creative ways to engage the community through 
physical activities to keep people active and their morale 

workout sessions. They also rallied partners like Republic 

friends, to promote and pledge one care pack for each 
completed workout. This collective effort contributed 

Team Nila had to put on their creative thinking caps and 

Home programming. Seizing the opportunity, Team Nila 
curated a calendar of diverse activities including virtual 
workout sessions, talk shows and performances to 
encourage Singaporeans to stay active and uplift their 
spirits. The team organised approximately 50 sessions 

played a role to foster social bonds as participants were 
engaged and enriched with the creative programming.

In December 2020, Team Nila organised a two-day, 
one-night urban sport holiday camp in conjunction with 

back in a calibrated manner for families. The sport camp 

bond over activities such as archery, urban farming and 

to strict safe management measures including no 
intermingling with other families and regular temperature 
checks during the camp, feedback was encouraging as 
many participants commended Team Nila’s efforts to 
keep sport relevant for the community.

Beyond sport, Team Nila continued to mark their 
presence across meaningful social and community 

Photo: Ng Chrong Meng

Team Nila volunteers distributing care packs to residents

sport holiday camp
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE BOARD MEMBERS OF

SINGAPORE SPORTS COUNCIL
(ALSO KNOWN AS SPORT SINGAPORE)

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements

Opinion

as Sport SingaporeWe have audited the financial statements of Singapore Sports Council, also known a
h 2021, the income(“SportSG”), which comprise the statement of financial position of SportSG as at 31 March
ges in share capital,and expenditure statement, the statement of comprehensive income and statement of chang
of SportSG for thecapital account, accumulated surplus and funds of SportSG and statement of cash flows 
accounting policies,year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant a

as set out on pages 6 to 46.

in accordance withIn our opinion, the accompanying financial statements of SportSG are properly drawn up 
pore Sports Councilthe provisions of the Public Sector (Governance) Act 2018, Act 5 of 2018 (the “Act”), Singa
r 37 (the "CharitiesAct (Cap.305, 2014 Revised Edition) (the “SSC Act”), the Singapore Charities Act, Chapte
present fairly, in allAct") and Statutory Board Financial Reporting Standards in Singapore (“SB-FRS”) so as to 
al performance andmaterial respects, the financial position of SportSG as at 31 March 2021 and the financia

changes in equity and cash flows of SportSG for the year ended on that date.

Basis for Opinion

Our responsibilitiesWe conducted our audit in accordance with Singapore Standards on Auditing (“SSAs”). 
under those standards are further described in the dit of the FinancialAuditor’s Responsibilities for the Aud
Statements the Accounting andsection of our report. We are independent of SportSG in accordance with t
Corporate Regulatory Authority ants and AccountingCode of Professional Conduct and Ethics for Public Accounta
E i iEntities udit of the financial(“ACRA Code”) together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our au(“ACRA Code”) together with the ethical requirement

ordance with thesethical responsibilities in accostatements in Singapore, and we have fulfilled our other e
ed is sufficient andit evidence we have obtainerequirements and the ACRA Code. We believe that the aud

appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Other Information

her information comprises the statement by theManagement is responsible for the other information. The oth
oes not include the financial statements and ourChairman and Chief Executive Officer set out on page 1, but d

auditor’s report thereon.

her information and we do not express any formOur opinion on the financial statements does not cover the oth
of assurance conclusion thereon.

esponsibility is to read the other information and,In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our re
ally inconsistent with the financial statements orin doing so, consider whether the other information is materia
e materially misstated. If, based on the work weour knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to b
ement of this other information, we are requiredhave performed, we conclude that there is a material misstate

to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE BOARD MEMBERS OF

SINGAPORE SPORTS COUNCIL
(ALSO KNOWN AS SPORT SINGAPORE)

Responsibilities of he Financial StatementsManagement’s and Those Charged with Governance for th

e a true and fair view inManagement is responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give
al control as managementaccordance with the provisions of the Act, SSC Act and SB-FRS, and for such intern
t are free from materialdetermines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements tha

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

ires Parliament’s approval.A statutory board is constituted based on its constitutional act and its dissolution requ
ortSG’s ability to continueIn preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing Sp
d using the going concernas a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and
ease operations.basis of accounting unless there is intention to wind up SportSG or for SportSG to ce

eporting process.Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing SportSG’s financial re

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements

ements as a whole are freeOur objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial state
r’s report that includes ourfrom material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor
that an audit conducted inopinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee topinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a g
sstatements can arise fromexists. Misaccordance with SSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it 
uld reasonably be expectedte, they coufraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregat
atements.financial stato influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these f

and maintain professionaludgement As part of an audit in accordance with SSAs, we exercise professional j
scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

atements, whether due toinancial staIdentify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the f
ve to those risks, and obtain auditt thfraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsiv
our opinion. The risk of not detectingevidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for o
ne resulting from error, as fraud maya material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for on
ns, or the override of internal control.involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentatio

t in order to design audit proceduresto the auditObtain an understanding of internal control relevant 
ose of expressing an opinion on theor the purpthat are appropriate in the circumstances, but not fo

effectiveness of SportSG’s internal control.

d the reasonableness of accountings used andEvaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies
tSG.ent of Sportestimates and related disclosures made by manageme

he going concern basis of accountingt’s use of thConclude on the appropriateness of the management
ncertainty exists related to events ora material uand, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a
o continue as a going concern. If weG’s ability toconditions that may cast significant doubt on SportSG
draw attention in our auditor’s reportequired to dconclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are re
disclosures are inadequate, to modifyor, if such dto the related disclosures in the financial statements 
tained up to the date of our auditor’sevidence obtour opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit e
SG to cease to continue as a goingcause SportSreport. However, future events or conditions may c

concern.

e financial statements, including thentent of theEvaluate the overall presentation, structure and con
underlying transactions and events inresent the udisclosures, and whether the financial statements rep

a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE BOARD MEMBERS OF

SINGAPORE SPORTS COUNCIL
(ALSO KNOWN AS SPORT SINGAPORE)

matters, the planned scopeWe communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other m
ciencies in internal controland timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant defic

that we identify during our audit.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

Charities Act

be kept by SportSG haveIn our opinion the accounting and other records required by the Charities Act to 
been properly kept in accordance with the provisions of the Charities Act.

to believe that during theDuring the course of our audit, nothing has come to our attention that causes us 
year:

1. SportSG as required underThe use of the donation moneys was not in accordance with the objectives of S
andregulation 11 of the Charities (Institutions of a Public Character) Regulations; 

2. raising expenses) of theSportSG has not complied with the requirements of regulation 15 (Fund-
Charities (Institutions of a Public Character) Regulations.

Compliance Audit

Opinion

In our opinion:

on and disposal of assets by SportSGon and disp(a) the receipts, expenditure, investment of moneys and the acquisitio
e provisions of the Act, SSC Act  andduring the year are, in all material respects, in accordance with the
or managed by SportSG; andthe requirements of any other written law applicable to moneys of o

ords of all assets of SportSG whether(b) proper accounting and other records have been kept, including reco
purchased donated or otherwisepurchased, donated or otherwise.

Basis for Opinion

s under those standards are furtherponsibilitiesWe concluded our audit in accordance with SSAs. Our resp
described in the AuditAuditor’s Responsibilities for the Compliance on of our report. We are independent sectiot

al requirements that are relevant toh the ethicaof SportSG in accordance with the ACRA Code together wit
lfilled our ethical responsibilities inwe have fuour audit of the financial statements in Singapore, and w
e that the audit evidence we haveWe believeaccordance with these requirements and the ACRA Code. 
on management’s compliance.our opinion obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for o

egulatory Requirementsegal and ReResponsibilities of Management for Compliance with Le

re, investment of moneys and the, expendituManagement is responsible for ensuring that the receipts,
sions of the Act, SSC Act and theh the provisacquisition and disposal of assets, are in accordance with
aged by SportSG. This responsibility of or manarequirements of any other written law applicable to moneys
portSG, and implementing internalevant to Spincludes monitoring related compliance requirements rele
ce with the requirements.e complianccontrols as management determines are necessary to enable
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE BOARD MEMBERS OF

SINGAPORE SPORTS COUNCIL
(ALSO KNOWN AS SPORT SINGAPORE)

Auditor’s Responsibility for Compliance Audit

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on management’s compliance based on our audit of the financial
statements. We planned and performed the compliance audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the receipts, expenditure, investment of moneys and the acquisition and disposal of assets, are in accordance
with the provisions of the Act, the SSC Act and the requirements of any other written law applicable to
moneys of or managed by SportSG.

l relevant to the receipts,Our compliance audit includes obtaining an understanding of the internal control
and assessing the risks ofexpenditure, investment of moneys and the acquisition and disposal of assets; a
but not for the purpose ofmaterial misstatement of the financial statements from non-compliance, if any, b
of the inherent limitationsexpressing an opinion on the effectiveness of SportSG’s internal control. Because 
occur and not be detected.in any accounting and internal control system, non-compliances may nevertheless o

Public Accountants and
Chartered Accountants
Singapore

30 June 2021
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SPORT SINGAPORE

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Year ended 31 March 2021

Note 2021 2020
$'000 $'000

Operating activities

Deficit before grants (409,996) (461,739)
Adjustments for:
Depreciation 7,12 91,445 96,593
Loss on property, plant and equipment written-off 23 266 1,924
Amortisation of deferred revenue 17 (347) (316)
Interest expense on bank loans and lease liabilities 26 2,821 3,240
Interest income 27 (8,238) (2,856)
Impairment loss on investment in associate 8 - 1,795
Share of losses of associate 8 3,583 2,259
Amortisation of advances (2,436) (2,258)
Fair value gain from financial assets at FVTPL 9 (35,573) (12,467)
Interest expense on finance lease 26 80,932 83,708
Finance income 27 (80,932) (83,708)

Operating cash flow before movements in working capital (358,475) (373,825)

Receivables and prepayments (1,060) 11,698
Payables and accrued liabilities 15 (13,219) (17,891)
Refundable deposits (1,060) (165)
Deferred revenue - (136)

Cash used in operations (373,814) (380,319)

Interest paid on finance lease (80,932) (83,708)
Interest paid on bank loans and lease liabilities 26 (2,821) (3,240)
Contribution to consolidated fund (1,924) (1,664)

Net cash used in operating activities (459,491) (468,931)

Investing activities

Additions of property, plant and equipment 7 (216,423) (77,696)
Proceeds on disposal of financial assets at FVTPL 9 758,010 -
Interest received 8,238 3,072

Net cash from (used in) investing activities 549,825 (74,624)

Financing activities

Receipt of long-term loan receivable 6,227 1,190
Repayment of bank loans 16 (3,600) (6,378)
Proceeds on issue of shares 6a 53,260 127,276
Government grants received 544,110 531,805
Repayment of obligations under finance lease 19 (35,098) (32,502)
Repayment of lease liabilities 20 (11,569) (12,266)
Dividend paid to ministry 6b (17,373) -

Net cash from financing activities 535,957 609,125

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 626,291 65,570
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of financial year 318,621 253,051

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of financial year 13 944,912 318,621

The accompanying accounting policies and explanatory notes form an integral part of the financial 
statements.
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